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A Tale of Plant & Pot invites you to witness as a little magic unfolds in Venice. 

Fascinated by the relationship of art to nature, Chariots on Fire has commissioned renowned 

LA-based potter Adam Silverman to create a new set of work filled with the plant artistry of 

Kohei Oda, owner of Qusamura, an award-winning plant shop in Japan. While the two will work 

independently they will be sharing a common vision based on their love of the natural world 

and the age-old harmony between pot and plant. The result is an exchange of ideas designed like 

the best of relationships, formed by common interest and a shared understanding of space and 

form.  

In keeping with the Chariots on Fire philosophy of mixing old with new, local with international, 

this will be a collaboration that reaches across continents, bringing Oda and his plants from 

Japan to LA and then later in the year completing the journey when the series of work travels 

back to Japan for a second viewing.

The strangely beautiful glazes and finishes of Adam Silverman’s pots are both challenging and 

rewarding in equal measure. For A Tale of Plant & Pot he will focus on that most basic element 

of nature: the earth, knowing that each pot will then be presented to Kohei Oda to complete the 

story that he has begun. Kohei Oda’s philosophy has always been to work with plants that have 

personality, using grafting techniques to salvage what could be discarded as a damaged plant, 

to see the potential in each perceived imperfection. In Japanese the word for horticulture is 

EN-GEI: EN - meaning garden, GEI - meaning performance. For Oda it is the GEI part that is 

meaningful. His plants perform as individuals, each as unique as Adam’s pots. A Tale of Plant & 

Pot opens a dialogue between Adam and Oda and their work,  two talented makers that by 

remarkable serendipity, share a mutual love of the beauty to be found in the perfectly imperfect. 

In this exciting collaboration, Chariots on Fire present modern plant-scapes, living sculptures, 

a show of uncommon harmonies, expanding the boundaries of both pot and plant, giving new 

contexts through which we can explore and interpret both artists’ work and above all enjoy the 

fruits of their union. 

The graphics and packaging will be designed by Tamotsu Yagi Design (http://yagidesign.com) 

who was also responsible for the design of the recent Rizzoli monograph on the work of Adam 

Silverman.

A Tale of Plant & Pot let’s you eavesdrop on a private conversation, the natural alchemy of potter 

and horticulturalist at work. 
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On View from April 23rd 

Reception with Artists April 27th 5-7pm



A B O U T  C H A R I O T S  O N  F I R E :

Chariots on Fire tells a story of travel, 

design, history, and craftsmanship 

presented through objects. It is a shop 

but it is much more than that. It is a 

platform for discovery, a place for 

makers and artists to interact with 

an audience who seek out the sublime 

and beautiful.  Chariots on Fire are 

interested in the new stories to be told 

as objects move to new spaces. 

The relationship between makers and 

owners and observers, how having, 

holding and viewing each have an 

impact as objects take on new meanings 

in different contexts. Each show is an 

opportunity to play host to unexpected 

collaborations, to participate in evolving 

conversations and discover surprising 

points of view.

http://www.chariotsonfire.com

A B O U T  A D A M  S I LV E R M A N :

Adam Silverman was born in New York, raised in Connecticut 

and educated at The Rhode Island School of Design, from 

which he holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts and a Bachelor of 

Architecture. He moved to Los Angeles in 1988 and practiced 

architecture before moving in to the fashion industry for 

almost nine years. He has been a full time professional potter 

since Fall of 2002 and is the Los Angeles Studio Director of 

Heath Ceramics as well as maintaining his own studio. His 

work has been shown in major museum shows in LA and 

Texas and he frequently shows his work in Japan. In 2013 

Rizzoli published a 192-page monograph of his work. 

http://www.atwaterpottery.com

Born in 1978 in Hiroshima, Japan, Kohei Oda opened Qusamura, 

his design space and plant shop in his hometown in 2012, working 

only with non mass-produced plants. He eschews traditional 

horticulture in favor of the unique, commonly using grafting 

techniques to preserve the original nature of the plant but to also 

to allow it to thrive and grow in unexpected ways. His ‘happy face’ 

plant philosophy established Qusamuras’ reputation for the unusual 

and the beautiful. He won a Wallpaper Design award in 2013 and has 

exhibited widely in Japan. This is his first show in the US.  

http://qusamura.com
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